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Company: Nalys

Location: Belgium

Category: computer-and-mathematical

Nalys is a consulting group dedicated to high technology projects.

Thanks to our strong corporate values and management, we are one of the fastest growing

actors in engineering consultancy.

We gather great minds & challenge boundaries to help our customers develop stunning

products. And we love doing it.

Discover how we can give a sense to your passion on

About the job

Mission: You will be involved in the design, development & the deployment of equipment’s

which are used to monitor & control engineering systems.

As Controls Engineer expert, your responsibilities will include the following aspects:

You plan & design all aspects of control systems engineering projects

You develop specialized control software

You take part in the modelling & development of new controls systems

You apply engineering & computer programs principles to solve engineering problems.

You conduct various studies and analyse results to provide solutions.

You will perform feasibility studies, system design narratives, and control system validation.

You will troubleshoot existing control systems (both hardware and software)

You will work with electronic test equipment to trace hardware/software integration problems.
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You will participate in most development aspects of technical policies and procedures and

make recommendations for improvements & reviews to existing standards, procedures and

documents. 

You will ensure compliance with existing regulations & SOP’s

You will provide trainings and consulting support to internal staff.

About you

You hold a Master in Mechanical, Electromechanical or Mechatronics studies

You are fluent in English & Dutch (French is a strong asset)

You have gain some exposure in the Automotive industry

You have basic knowledge of an embedded system environment.

Corporate values mean a lot for us. We expect them to mean something for you

About us

Nalys is a people company. We will give you the opportunity to challenge yourself while

doing something you love.

So whether you are a creative, a dreamer or an achiever, you can find a way to do

something you truly enjoy.

And because we want our company values to be more than words, we invest 7% of our

annual revenue to drive innovation, develop your expertise, train your brains and give you

time & tools to think big. 

Please send your profile to 

Apply Now
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